REEDS
Alto
Sara Villa*
Nick De Souza
Joshua Williams/Kevin Cacorovski

Tenor
Enya Xue
Chaitravi Kulkarni
Joshua Williams/Kevin Cacorovski

Baritone
Liam Bird

TRUMPETS
Alexa Brown*
Matthew Usher
Megan Harley
Alex Drozd
Anna Temple

TROMBONES
Tyler Kagan*
Jenna Lawrence
Ashlyn Olsen

RHYTHM SECTION
Piano
Nathan Nykor
James Lee

Guitar
Madeline Hall
Sebastian Handley

Bass
Eran Foster
Charlie Kramers

Drums
Evan Chambers*
Roisin Miland
Liam Lund

* Section Leader

The first meeting/rehearsal will be Thursday September 17, 2020. Location TBA.
Note: Depending on the library’s timeline for distributing music, we will either begin rehearsals or meet via Zoom. Check the OWL site 1904/2904/3904/4904 for details. You will be notified via email when the OWL site is up and running.